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Abstract—We present an extension of automatic image annotation that takes the context of a picture into account. Our core assumption is that users do not only provide individual images to be tagged, but group their pictures into batches (e.g., all snapshots taken over the same holiday trip), whereas the images within a batch are likely to have a common style. These batches are matched with categories learned from Flickr groups, and an accurate context-specific annotation is performed.

In quantitative experiments, we demonstrate that Flickr groups, with their user-driven categorization and their rich group space, provide an excellent basis for learning context categories.

Our approach — which can be integrated with virtually any annotation model — is demonstrated to give significant improvements of above 100%, compared to standard annotations of individual images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE ANNOTATION is a core challenge in image retrieval and has been subject to intensive study over the last decade [1], [5], [13], [19], [22]. It is concerned with automatically enriching images with textual annotations (or tags) describing objects, locations, and actions appearing in them. If we were able to reliably provide descriptive labels from a large-scale vocabulary, we could improve the ease and speed with which we access and manage images significantly. However, image annotation poses an extraordinarily difficult challenge due to large tag vocabularies encountered, enormous intra-class variation, and a lack of large-scale high-quality training data. Correspondingly, current systems suffer from two key problems: a scalability problem (in particular, we require larger-scale training data and robust strategies to learn thousands of tags), and an accuracy problem requiring quality to be driven closer towards the level of human annotations.

To face the challenge of scalability, a prominent trend over the last years has been to employ web-based image collections: services like Flickr and web search engines allow us to collect huge amounts of diverse content, which is often enriched with user-generated tags and meta-data. By employing this information for training, annotation systems have been shown to perform autonomous visual learning at a large scale [24], [36], [44], [45].

In this paper, we will pursue the idea of web-based learning further and demonstrate that information we find on-line cannot only be used to face the scalability problem, but also the accuracy problem. To do so, we will exploit the fact that users structure the content they share on the web: for example, the Flickr community collaboratively organizes its pictures in a dynamic, user-driven collection of categories called Flickr Groups. Currently, over 200,000 such groups have been defined, related to all kinds of topics like “sightseeing trips”, “party pictures”, or “nature photography”.

While previous work has addressed a textual learning from this group information [34], [35], it has not been studied from a computer vision perspective so far. In this paper, we will fill this gap and present a way to improve the accuracy of image annotation by employing Flickr group information.

Our key idea is that — instead of training a single global annotation model on all images we download from Flickr [24], [36], [44], [45] — we can obtain much more accurate annotations by training specific models on distinct Flickr groups. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1: an ambiguous picture is shown for which a global annotation model might assign either the tag “forest” or “park”. However, when adding the information that the picture belongs to a batch of images taken over a trip to Rome, we can use a “Rome-specific” annotation model, which represents the appearance and frequency of tags in the batch better and thus allows us to infer the correct tag “park”.

This example illustrates that disambiguation can be achieved by taking the context of a picture into account. In our case, the
term “context” refers to other images in the same batch, for example taken over the same holiday trip. Context information is frequently available in practice, as users organize and group their pictures in folders or web albums. We focus on improving image annotation by exploiting this information: during learning, we will rely on Flickr group information for building group-specific annotation models, and during annotation group information is assumed to be provided by the user (alternatively, it can be inferred from capture time or location [4]). Our key hypothesis is that — if such information is given — it improves image annotation distinctly.

In the following, we will study this approach of matching image contexts with Flickr groups, and validate significant relative accuracy improvements of more than 100% over an annotation of individual images that constitutes the state of the art. We will also demonstrate that Flickr groups provide an excellent basis for learning visual contexts: not only is this information freely available and driven by a large community of users, but it is also extremely rich, covering a wide range of fine-grain semantic categories. These aspects will be shown to be essential for a successful context learning.

Finally, it should also be noted that our work does not present a new statistical annotation model. Rather, our approach can easily be used as an extension to existing approaches like [1], [5], [13], [19], [22] such that context information leads to improved accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows: we will first discuss related work in Section II. After this, we introduce the proposed approach in detail (Section III), and demonstrate for two standard annotation models (namely, a simple texton model and the “PLSA-words” model [30]) how an annotation of individual images can be extended to a context-based one by learning from Flickr groups. In Section IV, we present quantitative experiments validating strong improvements by the proposed approach. Section VI gives a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

This section outlines research contributions related to our approach. We will first introduce the field of image annotation in general (Section II-A). After this, specific approaches close to the presented work are described in more detail: methods exploiting web content for an automated training (Section II-B) and related strategies for using context in image annotation (Section II-C).

A. Image Annotation

Image annotation has been studied intensively over the last decade, and a variety of approaches has been presented for assigning tags to images [5], [13], [22], [30] or even to specific regions inside them [9], [19], [31]. Usually, images are viewed as collections of local regions, which can be obtained using an image segmentation approach [21] or by a sampling of local patches [13]. The goal of image annotation is to map this description to tags from a pre-defined vocabulary.

Different approaches have been taken towards this challenge: some popular ones are generative models, which are targeted at estimating a joint distribution of local image features and annotations. This can be achieved using probability tables [12], [31], topic models [1], [30], or relevance models [13], [20], [21]. Further, Carneiro et al. [5] proposed a continuous model based on Gaussian mixtures.

Other approaches have employed nearest neighbor matching techniques [22], [24], [36], [45] — i.e., similar training images are found and their tags are transferred — or used discriminative classifiers like Maximum Entropy [18] or Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [28].

Alternatively, tags can be assigned to specific regions in the image. In this case, the fact that in training usually no explicit correspondences between tags and image regions are provided renders image annotation a weakly supervised learning problem. Duygulu et al. [9] drew an analogy to latent correspondences in machine translation and adopted the EM algorithm for tag-region alignment. Yang et al. applied multiple-instance learning [46], and Kück et al. [19] formulated a constrained semi-supervised learning problem in a probabilistic framework.

While all these methods differ in terms of features and underlying statistical models, a common limitation is that images are treated as independent samples. This assumption is frequently violated in practice, as personal photos tend to come as series of coherent pictures. In our method, we employ this context to improve annotation. As our approach is general, it can complement standard image models as the ones introduced above.

B. Exploiting Web-based Information

A key challenge for image annotation is the acquisition of proper training data for large-scale tag vocabularies. For this purpose, researchers have turned towards the web, where useful information in form of text, images, and video is freely available.

Web-based text has been exploited to learn relations between different terms using tag co-occurrence statistics. This information can be exploited for post-processing annotation results, and has been acquired, for example, from Flickr [47].

Image information from the web has been exploited for training annotations systems as well, whereas labeled pictures are downloaded from photo sharing websites like Flickr [24], [25], [36], [38] or via web image search engines [14], [23]. This information is often combined with a nearest neighbor tagging, i.e. Flickr images similar to a target picture are found and their tags are transferred [24], [25], [36]. Finally, for the video domain, video sharing portals like YouTube have been investigated as training data similar to the use of web image content [17], [42].

What distinguishes our work from these previous efforts is the use of web-based category information: we do not only employ Flickr content as training data, but also exploit the fact that users sort their pictures into Flickr groups. This information source has been studied before from a textual perspective by Negoescu and colleagues [34], [35], who analyzed tags to cluster groups to “hyper-groups” and thus achieve a better understanding of the Flickr group space. From an image annotation perspective, previous work has exploited
Flickr user information for refining noisy training data [26], but to the best of our knowledge our work is the first to exploit Flickr group information for context-based annotation.

C. Image Annotation using Context

While the majority of current image annotation approaches treats pictures individually (see Section II-A), some previous work has exploited information conveyed in groups of images and thus made use of context. Often, context is associated with certain events over which pictures have been taken. Gallagher et al. [15] match groups of images with events in personal calendars (like “George’s Wedding”). Naaman et al. [33] improve person identification by grouping pictures to events using meta-data like capture time and location. In a similar fashion, Cao et al. [4] cluster pictures and perform an event-based image annotation, where context is used in form of correlation terms between events and image tags. Finally, Cristiani et al. [7] addressed the geo-recognition problem (i.e. the inference of the geographic location where a picture was taken) and demonstrated improvements by using a whole group of images instead of individual ones.

What we learn from these approaches is that pictures can be aggregated to groups using meta-data such as capture time and location. We will rely on this very same grouping information and focus on how to exploit it for annotation purposes. However, what distinguishes our work is that previous contributions have not provided a rigorous way for learning contexts at a large scale (training information for different categories of contexts has been acquired manually, which is infeasible in many practical situations). To overcome this problem, we exploit Flickr groups for an automatic and scalable learning of contexts.

III. APPROACH

This section introduces the proposed visual learning from Flickr groups in detail. The general approach is illustrated in Figure 2: training information is downloaded from Flickr, and specific annotation models are trained for different Flickr groups (like “Rome” or “Wedding”). The user provides a new batch of images to be annotated. For this batch, the most appropriate Flickr group is chosen, and the group-specific model is used for an accurate annotation. In the following, we will first motivate our choice of Flickr groups as an information source, pointing out several key characteristics that make them suitable for learning context categories (Section III-A). Afterwards, our context-based approach will be introduced as an extension to image annotation that can be integrated with a variety of base models (Section III-B), and two such extensions of well-known image annotation models are presented respectively for the texton model, Section III-C, and a PLSA-based model, Section III-D.

A. Why Flickr Groups?

Our general idea is to learn categories of contexts and then match pictures to be annotated with these categories. It is a key question which data source to employ for such context learning, and we suggest Flickr groups as an answer. In the following, we motivate this choice, pointing out several key characteristics of Flickr groups that make them suitable for an effective learning of meaningful visual contexts:

- **Availability:** First – and most obviously – Flickr group information is freely available, such that a fully automatic learning can be performed.
- **User-driven Categorization:** Grouping pictures into semantic categories is a difficult challenge, as semantically related content may be highly diverse (think of the category “Hiking” showing panoramas of diverse landscapes as well as group pictures with friends). As humans are good at making these connections, it is a positive aspect that Flickr groups are structured by a large community of human users.
- **Richness of Group Space:** In practice, a users’ target pictures may be very specific and differ from any context category we have learned previously. Still, we would like to find an appropriate (if not perfect) model for a user’s pictures. We expect that the more contexts we learn (i.e., the richer our space of categories is), the better we can adjust to explain a specific batch of pictures. Here, Flickr — with its extremely rich collection of more than 200,000 groups [34] — is well suited for a good generalization of context learning.

B. Basic Concepts

For representing pictures’ visual content, we use the well-known “bag-of-visual-words” approach [39]: each image is viewed as a collection of local features, which are quantized into clusters \( v \in \{1, \ldots, V\} \) called “visual words”. An image \( I \) is then represented by a histogram \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_V) \), where \( x_v \) denotes the number of occurrences of visual word \( v \) in \( I \).

Let us now move to the annotation step, where a group of test pictures \( \mathcal{X}' \) is to be labeled. Again, each image \( I' \) is represented by a bag-of-visual-words histogram \( x' \). The goal of image annotation is to infer probabilities (or scores) \( P(t|I') \)
indicating for each \( I' \in \mathcal{X}' \) whether tag \( t \) from a pre-defined vocabulary \( T \) are adequate annotations.

This process is based on a statistical model \( \phi \) learned in a previous training step. We assume a set of training images \( \mathcal{X} \) to be given, which are downloaded from Flickr. Each image \( I \in \mathcal{X} \) comes with a set of annotations (or tags) \( t \subset T \) (which Flickr users have provided with the picture). Our key novelty is that we further assume training images to be divided into categories \( g \in G \), i.e. \( \mathcal{X} = \cup_{g \in G} \mathcal{X}^g \). In practice, these categories correspond to different Flickr groups — we have a group \( g_1 = \text{“wedding pictures”} \), another one \( g_2 = \text{“pictures of Rome”} \), etc.

Let us now discuss how to make use of this grouping information (see Figure 3 for an illustration). Standard image annotation (“no context”) – which does not take group information into account – would derive a global model \( \phi \) from all training images \( \mathcal{X} \) and then use \( \phi \) to label all pictures \( I' \in \mathcal{X}' \) individually: \( P(t|I') \approx \phi(x',t) \). In contrast to this, the proposed approach proceeds in three steps (as illustrated in Figure 2):

1) **Flickr Group Training:** We learn separate models \( \phi^g \), one for each group \( \mathcal{X}^g \).

2) **Group Matching:** Given a batch of test images \( \mathcal{X}' \), we decide which Flickr group fits the visual appearance of \( \mathcal{X}' \) best. This is done using a maximum-likelihood criterion:

\[
g^* = \arg \max_{g \in G} p(\mathcal{X}'|\phi^g).
\]

3) **Group-specific Annotation:** The group-specific model \( \phi^g \) is used to infer tag scores for each image \( I' \in \mathcal{X}' \), i.e. \( P(t|I') \approx \phi^g(x',t) \). This is expected to give much more accurate results than using a global model \( \phi \).

This approach can be seen as an adaptation of the style consistency model, which has been introduced by Sarkar and Nagy in the domain of optical character recognition [37]. It is based on two key assumptions: first, we expect that the accuracy of group matching increases when using context. While matching a single picture to a Flickr group is highly ambiguous, a batch of pictures taken over the same event may provide sufficient evidence for finding reliable correspondences.

Our second key assumption is that group-specific models \( \phi^g \) give a highly accurate annotation: for example, the context-specific model \( \phi^{\text{rome}} \) gives much more appropriate annotations for pictures from a visit to Rome than a general model \( \phi \) trained on all Flickr pictures. This is due to two reasons: first, the frequency with which a tag appears varies between contexts (e.g., the term “skyscraper” should be expected more frequently in a “New York” context than in a “Rome” one). Second, the appearance of a tag varies (e.g., “buildings” in Rome look different to the ones in New York). Our approach will capture both kinds of information in group-specific distributions \( P(t|g) \) (for tag frequency) and \( P(v|t,g) \) (for appearance).

Our approach — as outlined so far — is independent of the kind of annotation model \( \phi \). In general, the proposed learning from Flickr groups could be integrated with a variety of approaches, simply by replacing a global training on all images with many group-specific ones. To demonstrate this, we will present two context-based extensions of different base models in the following.

### C. Texton Model

We first introduce a context-based extension of a simple approach modeling class-conditional densities of patch occurrences in form of probability tables. The method resembles an early approach by Mori et al. [31] has also been used as a baseline in image annotation before [11]. Similar to [11], we will refer to it as “Texton Model” in the following.

1) **Texton Without Context:** Let us first introduce the texton model in its standard form, i.e. when *not* using context and annotating each image independently. We infer the tag posterior for an image \( I \) by applying Bayes’ rule:

\[
\phi(x',t) \approx P(t|x') \propto P(t) \cdot P(x'|t)
\]

\[
P(t) \cdot \prod_{v=1}^V P(v|t)^{x'_v}.
\]

The tag prior \( P(t) \) and the visual word distribution \( P(v|t) \) are both discrete probability tables learned from the annotations of the training set \( \mathcal{X} \).

2) **Texton with Context:** To extend the texton model such that context is used, we replace the distributions \( P(t) \) and \( P(v|t) \) with group-specific equivalents \( P(t|g) \) and \( P(v|t,g) \).

#### Flickr Group Training:

These group-specific distributions are trained by replacing the global training set \( \mathcal{X} \) with a group-specific one \( \mathcal{X}^g \). Let \( n(x) := \sum_{t=1}^T x_t \) denote the number of patches in an image \( 1 \_x \) an indicator function evaluating to 1 iff. condition \( c \) is true (otherwise 0). Then we model:

\[
P(t|g) = \frac{\sum_{(x,t) \in \mathcal{X}^g} 1_{t \in t} \cdot n(x)}{\sum_{(x,t) \in \mathcal{X}^g} n(x)}
\]

\[
P(v|t,g) = \frac{\sum_{(x,t) \in \mathcal{X}^g} 1_{t \in t} \cdot x_v}{\sum_{(x,t) \in \mathcal{X}^g} x_v}.
\]

For practical reasons, we replace zero entries in these tables with small non-zero values.
**Group Matching:** A test batch $\mathcal{X}'$ is matched to a learned group using the maximum-likelihood approach described in Equation (1):

$$g^* = \arg \max_{g \in G} p(\mathcal{X}' | \phi^g)$$

$$= \arg \max_{g \in G} \prod_{x \in \mathcal{X}'} P(x | g)$$

$$= \arg \max_{g \in G} \prod_{x \in \mathcal{X}'} \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} P(v | x, g) \times v,$$

whereas the group-specific distribution of visual words, $P(v | g)$, is estimated as:

$$P(v | g) = \frac{\sum_{(x, t) \in \mathcal{X}'} x_v \times v}{\sum_{(x, t) \in \mathcal{X}'} n(x)} .$$

**Group-specific Annotation:** Finally, each image $x'$ is annotated according to Equation (2), only $P(t | g^*)$ and $P(t | v, g^*)$ are replaced with $P(t | g^*)$ and $P(t | v, g^*)$.

**D. PLSA Model**

We also present a context-based extension of another model based on Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [16]. PLSA belongs to the family of **topic models**, which — though originally introduced in the text domain [3], [16] — have frequently been used for image annotation [1], [11], [30]. For our context-based extension, we use a variant called “PLSA-Words” that has previously been presented by Monay and Gatica-Perez [30].

Like in Section III-C, each image $I$ is represented by a bag-of-visual-words histogram $x$ and a set of tags $t \subset T$. Both tags and visual words are assumed to be generated by an image-specific mixture of a few latent aspects (or **topics**), which are denoted with $z \in \{1, \ldots, Z\}$ (the number of topics $Z$ is assumed to be known and fixed). Visual words $v$ and tags $t$ are sampled from the following distributions:

$$P(t | I) = \sum_{z = 1}^{Z} P(t | z) \cdot P(z | I)$$

(6)

$$P(v | I) = \sum_{z = 1}^{Z} P(v | z) \cdot P(z | I).$$

$P(z | I)$ — the “topic mixture” — describes an image as a weighted combination of topics.

1) **PLSA Without Context:** We first briefly outline the standard PLSA-Words model when not using context (for more information, please refer to [30]). Both training and annotation are based on a maximization of the data likelihood, whereas optimization is carried out using Expectation Maximization (EM) or variants [16].

**Training:** In training, a set of annotated images $\mathcal{X}$ is used to learn the topic mixtures $P(z | I)$ for all images $I \in \mathcal{X}$, as well as topic-specific distributions $P(v | z)$, $P(t | z)$. First, the distribution of visual words is neglected, and the topic distribution $P(z | I)$ is learned by an EM maximization of the likelihood of the training images’ tags only. Second, PLSA is run over the visual words to compute $P(v | z)$. Again, EM is used for optimizing the likelihood, but the topic distributions $P(z | I)$ learned in the previous step are kept fixed (for details).

**Annotation:** Given a previously unseen batch $\mathcal{X}'$ of test images $I'$ to be labeled, each image $I' \in \mathcal{X}'$ is annotated independently. $I'$ is represented by the feature $P(v | I') := x_v' / n(x')$, and the tag distribution $P(t | I')$ is inferred in two steps: first — given $P(v | I') = P(z | I')$ is computed using a so-called “fold-in heuristic” [16]: The likelihood of $I'$ is maximized using EM, whereas $P(v | z)$ (which was previously learned in training) is kept fixed. Second, the distribution of tags is estimated as:

$$\phi(x', t) \approx P(t | I') \approx \sum_{z = 1}^{Z} P(t | z) \cdot P(z | I').$$

(7)

where $P(t | z)$ was learned previously in training.

2) **PLSA with Context:** Like for the texton model, the PLSA extension replaces the tag and visual word distributions $P(v | z)$ and $P(t | z)$ with group-specific equivalents $P(v | z, g)$ and $P(t | z, g)$ (again, $g$ denotes a Flickr group like “Pets” or “Wedding Pictures”):

$$P(t | I, g) \approx \sum_{z \in Z} P(t | z, g) \cdot P(z | I)$$

$$P(v | I, g) \approx \sum_{z \in Z} P(v | z, g) \cdot P(z | I).$$

This way, a single global annotation model is effectively replaced with many group-specific ones.

**Flickr Group Training:** A separate PLSA-based annotation model is learned for each Flickr group $g \in G$ on the group-specific training set $\mathcal{X}^g$. Similarly to the PLSA baseline, the EM algorithm is used, only the distributions $P(v | I)$ and $P(t | I)$ are replaced with group-specific equivalents $P(v | I, g)$ and $P(t | I, g)$.

**Group Matching:** Like for the texton model, a batch of test images $\mathcal{X}'$ is matched with a Flickr group using a maximum-likelihood criterion.

$$g^* = \arg \max_{g \in G} \prod_{I' \in \mathcal{X}'} \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} P(v | I', g) \times v,$$

(9)

with $P(v | I', g)$ from Equation (8). Like for the texton model, the group is picked that maximizes the likelihood of observing $\mathcal{X}'$.

**Group-specific Annotation:** Finally, annotation is carried out using Equation (7), only that the specific model of group $g^*$ is used.

$$\phi^g(x', t) \approx P(t | I', g^*) \approx \sum_{z = 1}^{Z} P(t | z, g^*) \cdot P(z | I').$$

(10)

**IV. EXPERIMENTS**

The key hypothesis of this paper is that image annotation can be improved significantly by matching a picture’s context to an appropriate pre-learned Flickr group and then employing a context-specific annotation.
TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS USED IN SECTION IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tags</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Batch Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corel-Small</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel-Big</td>
<td>1257</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel-5K</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr-Small</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr-Big</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>83,406</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This setup raises several key questions: (a) Does a context-specific annotation give improvements over standard single-image annotation? (b) How many pictures are required in a context to achieve such improvements? (c) Why do Flickr groups provide a good basis for learning visual contexts? (d) What is it that causes the improvements by a context-specific annotation — is it context-specific tag frequency or appearance information?, and finally (e) How does our approach compare to the state-of-the-art? In the following, we answer these questions in a variety of quantitative experiments.

A. Setup

We evaluate the proposed approach on several datasets. To allow comparison with other researchers’ results, a first category of test cases has been sampled from the well-known Corel Dataset [32], a collection of photo groups constituting a well-known test case in image annotation benchmarking. Beyond this, we also tested our method on real-world content from Flickr, where visual contexts are directly learned from Flickr groups. In all cases, we learn contexts corresponding to different travel destinations and events (like “New York City Trip”, “African Safari”, and “Wedding Pictures”), simulating the annotation of users’ personal photo collections. For an overview of the datasets used, please refer to Table I.

Corel-Small We learn 13 contexts from 13 Corel folders (1, 300 pictures) corresponding to countries, regions, and cities (for example, “Africa” and “Kyoto”). These folders are used to simulate Flickr groups: from each folder we use 80 pictures to train a group-specific annotation model, and the remaining 20 pictures are grouped to a batch for our context-specific annotation. A vocabulary of 644 Corel tags is used.

Corel-Big A similar but larger dataset is compiled of 45 folders (4,500 pictures), with a vocabulary of 1,257 tags. Again, 20 images per folder were grouped to 45 test batches.

Corel-5K We also want to give an impression of how the proposed context-based extension of image annotation compares to the state of the art. Therefore, our approach was evaluated on the well-known Corel-5K benchmark, a frequently used test case for image annotation with reference results for multiple standard methods [5], [9], [13], [20], [40]. The dataset consists of 50 folders (5,000 images), whereas — according to standard practice — 90 pictures per folder are used for training and 10 for testing. The standard tag vocabulary of 374 terms was used.

Flickr-Small 8,000 images were downloaded from 8 Flickr groups related to travel destinations like “Rome” and “Maldives”. To obtain a vocabulary of well-suited tags, the most frequent annotations in the dataset were filtered in two steps. First, a simple automatic vocabulary cleaning was done (removing stop words and numbers). Second, to improve the quality of tags further, unsuitable terms with little visual evidence (like “Olympus” or “great”) were filtered manually, obtaining a vocabulary of 544 terms.

Flickr-Big We also used a large-scale dataset drawn from a dense subset of the Flickr group space. 609 Flickr groups were found using 38 textual queries to the Flickr API related to a variety of topics, like “party”, “nature”, or “high dynamic range”. The dataset contains 83,406 images (duplicates occurring in multiple groups were discarded, as they would overly simplify group matching and lead to biased results). Like for the Flickr-small set, a vocabulary of 252 terms was created by a refinement of the most frequent tags.

In all experiments, images are represented by bag-of-visual-words features obtained from a dense sampling of patches and their description using SURF [2] (Corel-Small, Corel-Big, Flickr-Small) or DCT coefficients [41] (Corel-5K). For the Flickr-Big dataset, the SiftGPU library\(^1\) was used for a fast extraction of SIFT features on graphics hardware. In all tests, patches were clustered to codebooks of 2,000 visual words trained on each specific dataset with a fast K-Means implementation [10]. The average number of patches per image was about 5,000 (for Corel-Small, Corel-Big, Flickr-Small, and Corel-5K), or 500 (for Flickr-Big).

For the PLSA model (Section III-D), we present results for \(Z = 20\) topics, which was found to give a good balance between speed and accuracy. For the textron model, we performed an additional dimensionality reduction of the visual features using PLSA [16], replacing high-dimensional visual word vectors with 64-dimensional topic posteriors.

As a performance measure, we use mean average precision (MAP) in all experiments (except for Corel-5K, where we refer to the standard measures of the benchmark): for each tag, the recall-precision curve is computed, and the average precision (i.e., the area under the curve) is averaged over all tags. Tags that do not appear in the test set were left out.

\(^1\)http://cs.unc.edu/~ccwu

Fig. 5. Sample annotations using the PLSA model when performing a standard annotation with a single global model (top) and with the proposed context-based extension (bottom). While the standard approach gives incorrect annotations, our approach uses the context of pictures to map them to the right Flickr groups “Paris” (left) and “Africa” (right), and context-specific models achieve accurate annotations.
Finally, all experiments were repeated 10 times with randomly re-sampled training and test data and average results over these 10 runs are reported (except for Corel-5K, where standard training and test sets were used).

B. Results

a) Comparison with Single-Image Annotation: We first illustrate the effects of the proposed context modeling with a few sample results. Figure 5 shows results for two test pictures from the Flickr-Small dataset. While the standard approach (“no context”), which annotates pictures individually with a global model, does not give satisfying results, the proposed approach (“with context”) draws additional evidence from other pictures in the context – for example, the left picture is mapped to the “Paris” group, resulting in the correct tag “Eiffeltower”.

Another result is illustrated in Figure 4, where the 8 pictures from the Flickr-Big test set with top scores for the tag “candle” are illustrated. Again, we see that results are strongly improved by modeling context: while the baseline system gives only a single correct match, the context-based approach yields 8 hits (most of them were matched to a “birthday” Flickr group). These results indicate that we can improve image annotation significantly by modeling context from web categories.

Let us now quantitatively compare the proposed context-based approach with a separate annotation of individual images as that constitutes the state of the art. Results of this experiment are given in Figure 6. The first — and most important — observation is that the proposed use of context (“with context”, red) gives strong improvements over the standard annotation of individual images (“no context”, yellow). These improvements are significant for both base models and over all datasets (paired t-test, level 99\%), ranging from 109% (Corel-Small, texton model) to 497% (Flickr-Big, texton model). This result confirms our previous observations made in Figures 4 and 5, and demonstrates that indeed a context-specific annotation provides more accurate results than labeling individual images.

Figure 6 also shows a control run using a perfect group matching, i.e. a test batch is always matched to the correct context category (“context assigned”). We see that — compared to this control run — some performance loss occurs, which can be attributed to the unreliability of group matching based on visual features only.

b) Influence of Batch Size: Intuitively, we would expect that the more pictures we have in a context, the more reliably we could match them to a Flickr group, and the better we would expect annotation to be. We confirm this hypothesis in another experiment, in which we vary the number of pictures in a test batch. Annotation models were trained on all datasets, leaving 32 pictures per group for testing. These test pictures are aggregated to batches of size varied between 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. On each batch, context-based annotation was applied (we use both the texton and the PLSA version on different datasets). Results are averaged over 5 – 10 runs of random re-sampling, and plotted against the test batch size in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the accuracy with which we correctly assign test batches to the category they have been sampled from.
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inaccurate (results are comparable to when using the “no context” base models in Figure 6). However, when increasing the number of pictures in a context, a more reliable group matching becomes possible, and correspondingly tagging results improve distinctly. A paired t-test (level 99%) indicates that these improvements are statistically significant for a batch size of at least 2 (Corel-Small, Flickr-Small, Flickr-Big) or 8 images (Corel-Big) respectively. This indicates that in general as many pictures as possible in a context are desirable, but that improvements can already be achieved for small groups.

c) Why Flickr Groups?: We have argued in Section III-A that the user-driven categorization and richness of Flickr groups are essential for a successful learning of context categories. In the following, we present experiments validating these hypotheses:

User-driven Categorization By using Flickr group information, our approach implicitly employs the fact that users on the web manually sort their pictures into semantic categories. This manual effort made by a large web-based community leads to a meaningful structure where pictures in the same group are usually semantically related. However, one might argue that supervised learning from this structure could be substituted with an unsupervised clustering of training pictures. We compare such an automatic grouping with a direct learning from the Flickr group structure: training sets are clustered into a number of partitions equal to the number of user-generated categories. Then, the proposed context-based approach is followed, where style-coherent batches of test images are matched with these clusters instead of Flickr groups.

Results of this experiment are displayed in Table II. We tested K-Means and PLSA clusterings based on the visual representation of training images as well as on tag information (using a bag-of-words representation). It can be seen that such an unsupervised learning of context categories comes with a performance loss of 65 – 85% compared to learning from the Flickr group structure. This shows that an unsupervised grouping poses a difficult challenge, such that context learning requires human users as a corrective for semantic categorization.

Richness of Groups A second key benefit is that Flickr groups provide an extremely rich collection of over 200,000 very specific categories. To demonstrate that this richness is vital for generalizing to a specific user’s content, we apply our context-based approach to images not drawn from any learned category. This is done by using the same test batches as before, but now explicitly prohibiting each test batch to match the category it has been drawn from. For example, we try to explain pictures from a “Rome” category by models for “New York” pictures, “Safari” pictures, “Greece” pictures, etc. This setup (called “cross-group”) was applied to all our test datasets using the texton model. We compare it with a standard baseline annotating images individually (“no context”).

Results are illustrated in Figure 8. The datasets are ordered by the number of categories, from Flickr-Small (8) over Corel-Small (13) and Corel-Big (45) to Flickr-Big (608). We observe a clear trend with respect to the number of categories: for the datasets with few groups, generalizing to new content is difficult, and the context-based approach performs significantly worse than the standard baseline. However, the more categories we employ, the better we can explain batches from groups unseen in training. Correspondingly, annotation performance improves: at 45 categories, the context-based approach is on par with the baseline, and when learning from the full richness of Flickr groups, we observe that context gives significant improvements (from 3.2% to 7.9%) even without allowing to map test pictures to the Flickr group they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean avg. prec.</th>
<th>visual clustering</th>
<th>tag-based clustering</th>
<th>user-defined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corel-Small</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corel-Big</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr-Small</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Plotting (a) the accuracy of group matching and (b) annotation performance against the number of pictures in a batch. For a batch size of 1, our approach performs comparable to standard base models not using context. The more pictures we have in the context, the more reliable both group matching and overall annotation become.

Fig. 8. A cross-group generalization experiment: datasets are ordered with increasing number of groups from left to right. The more groups we use for learning, the better we can generalize to specific content unseen in training, and the better the context-based approach performs relative to the “no-context” baseline.
belong to. The latter would correspond to a MAP of 18.3%. Obviously, the richer the category space we employ for visual learning, the better we can explain batches of content that do not exactly match the categories learned.

We also examined the cross-group runs on the Flickr-Big dataset in depth by manually categorizing 1,000 group matches into four categories (the decision was based on the group name):

1) **Exact**: the test content is matched exactly to the Flickr group it comes from.

2) **Appropriate**: the test content is matched to a group that can be expected to give an appropriate annotation model. Examples are “Best of Cats” → “Cat Lovers” and “Wedding Planners” → “Inspirational Wedding Photography”.

3) **Related**: the test content and the matched group are widely related. Examples are “Hiking in Canada” → “Sights of Nature” or “Beijing 2008 Olympics” → “2006 FIFA World Cup”.

4) **No Match**: the matched group cannot be expected to explain the test content well. Examples are “War Photo Journalism” → “Alaska Birds” or “Wedding Planners” → “Board Games”.

Results are illustrated in Table III. We see that — if allowing test pictures to match the Flickr group they are drawn from (“with-group”), in more than two thirds of cases the system picks at least a widely related match out of the 608 training groups. For the “cross-group” systems, matching becomes more difficult as we allow no more exact hits. However, our approach still finds a related group in more than 50% of cases. Overall, these results indicate that Flickr groups — with their user-driven categorization and richness of group space — form an excellent basis for a visual learning of contexts.

d) **Influence of Tag Information and Appearance**: As indicated previously, one would expect that improvements by a context-specific annotation are based on both frequency and appearance. Our approach employs both these kinds of information by modeling group-specific distributions $P(t|g)$ and $P(v|t,g)$, which give more accurate models for a tags’ frequency and appearance than $P(t)$ and $P(v|t)$.

In the following, we evaluate either of these information sources separately by comparing the proposed approach (“full model”) with two baselines:

- **tags-only**: The system uses visual information to map a batch of pictures to a learned group, and then only the group-specific tag prior $P(t|g)$ is employed as a score (i.e., visual content is only used for group matching but not for annotation).

- **appearance-only**: After mapping a batch of pictures to a learned group, the system uses a group-specific appearance model $P(v|t,g)$ but a global tag prior $P(t)$. For details on how this is realized for the PLSA model, please refer to our previous publication [8].

Our results in Figure 9 compare the full approach with these two strategies making limited use of context. We see that combining a context-specific appearance and tag occurrence model outperforms both baselines, which indicates that — for a context-based approach to work — it is beneficial to make use of both context-dependent appearance and tag information.

e) **Corel-5K Benchmark**: To get an impression of how the proposed context learning compares to the state of the art in image annotation, we perform an evaluation on the well-known Corel-5K benchmark. We report the same performance measures as in the literature: for each image, the top 5 annotations are returned, and for each tag the per-word precision and per-word recall are measured over all test images. These values were averaged over all 251 tags occurring in the test set, and also combined to an F-measure. Finally, also the number of tags $t$ with a recall greater than zero was recorded.

Quantitative results are illustrated in Table IV, including figures reported by other researchers: the co-occurrence

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Speed (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (exact)</td>
<td>2 (appr.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with-group</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| cross-group | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | PLSA | 2.476.60-

**Table III**: Accuracy and speed of group matching on the Flickr-Big dataset. Left: In many cases, an appropriate or related Flickr group is picked from the 609 ones learned, even when enforcing generalization to new groups (“cross-group”). Right: The average cost of group matching for batches of 20 images for the Texton model and the PLSA model (*estimated).
model by Mori et al. [31], the machine translation model by Duygulu et al. [9], two relevance models by Manmatha and co-workers [13], [20], supervised multi-class labeling by Carneiro et al. [5], kernel densities [6], [48], feature-centric approaches [27], [43], and several other annotation models [29], [40]. We also included the texton and PLSA models when applied to individual images (“no context”).

Our results show that — while both models perform poorly when annotating images individually — both context-based extensions lead to significant improvements and achieve a competitive performance. For example, the context-based PLSA model gives a recall of 39%, precision of 25%, and F-measure of 31%, which is comparable to the best systems reported to date [43].

It is important to keep in mind that — compared to the other methods in Table IV — our approach requires some extra information: essentially, we assume that a user provides not only pictures to be annotated, but also tells us which of them belong to a coherent batch. Correspondingly, we do not claim a better annotation model compared to others. Instead, our intention is to demonstrate that context — if it is available as an additional information source — has the potential to drive image annotation to a new quality level. Table IV demonstrates this for our two test models, and similar improvements might be possible for others. For example, one candidate is the PicSOM model [43], which gives the best results reported to date on Corel-5K. While we have employed visual words as a standard approach in this paper, PicSOM draws its strength from a combination of 10 diverse types of features. An extensions of our approach with more features only requires to adapt our strategy for matching batches of pictures for this specific feature set.

V. DISCUSSION - APPLICATION TO WEB-SCALE GROUP SPACES

While our evaluation in Section IV has included datasets of up to 80,000 images and over 600 Flickr groups, web-based portals offer much larger datasets (in Flickr, there are more than 200,000 groups). What is to be expected when applying the proposed visual learning at such scale?

On the one hand, we have provided experimental evidence that rich web-scale group space might significantly improve the generalization to a particular users’ photos (see Figure 8). On the other hand, scalability issues arise, as the time effort of group matching and storage requirements grow linearly with the number of groups. Still, for simple annotation models, our approach remains applicable at large scale: for example, group matching in the texton model merely demands one scalar product computation per group (Equation (4)), which takes only 0.05 seconds on the 609 groups of the Flickr-big set (see Table III). Taking into account that this is required only once per batch (not per image) and that our approach is easily parallelizable, it can be concluded that for simple annotation models large-scale group-specific annotation is possible.

The situation is different when it comes to more complex annotation approaches like the PLSA model. Here, the more costly group matching strategy requires a complete EM optimization per group, which is too time consuming for very large group spaces (see Table III). On the other hand, more complex annotation models may offer benefits in terms of accuracy: for example, see Figure 6, where PLSA accuracy suffers less from automatic group matching on the Flickr-small set, or Table IV, where PLSA outperforms the texton model on the Corel-5K benchmark. To benefit from these strengths and apply visual learning from Flickr groups with more complex base models, an interesting alternative might be to aggregate Flickr groups to higher-level categories (see the promising work on “Flickr hypergroups” [34] by Negoescu et al.). With these approaches, the diversity of the Flickr group space may be preserved while keeping the number of categories at a manageable size.

Finally, another issue in practice are correlations between Flickr groups, which may address similar topics or even share the same images. We removed duplicate pictures in our experiments to avoid biased results. In a practical large-scale setting, however, group correlation might provide valuable extra information: shared images may provide strong hints for relations between categories, which may help to form higher-level “hypergroups”. One can also envision an approach that maps image batches to sets of related groups and combines their group-specific annotation results.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have suggested a novel extension to image annotation that employs web-based user-driven category information like Flickr groups as an additional information source. Our approach assumes images to come with a context of related pictures (e.g., taken over the same event). This context is matched with Flickr groups, and then a group-specific annotation is applied. Significant improvements of up to 100% and more have been validated on samples from the Corel dataset as well as real-world Flickr data. We have also analyzed the validity of Flickr groups as a basis for our approach, and have shown two key characteristics they offer for learning visual contexts, namely a user-driven categorization and a rich group space, which aids in generalizing to novel categories.
As the proposed approach can be applied as a wrapper around a variety of base models, one promising direction for future work will be the integration with other annotation approaches. In this paper, extensions for two generative models have already been presented, namely PLSA and a texton model. Whereas the latter comes with a highly efficient group matching applicable at large scale, the former offers better accuracy for small-to-medium size datasets. As these models are quite different, our results indicate that other annotation approaches like nearest neighbor techniques or discriminative classifiers will likely benefit as well.

Another interesting issue is the exploration of higher-level context categories, which may improve both the scalability and accuracy of the proposed approach further: while Flickr groups offer very specific models, the number of training samples per group is rather limited (usually a few hundred pictures). It remains to be investigated whether coarser categories (e.g., higher-level “Flickr hypergroups” [34]) allow us to learn models that are less specific but founded on a more solid basis.
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